
We know how much work it takes to organize any event, and want to make 
selecting a keynote speaker as easy as possible. You’ll find that if you book 
Amy Dufrane to speak at your next event, she will be the easiest speaker 
you’ve ever worked with, and our team will do everything we can to make 

you look like the star of the show.

Below you will find several key resources to promote Amy’s presentation, and 
to make your Live or Virtual event a success. High resolution photos, short 
and long biography as well as video clips can be found at amydufrane.com.

We know being a meeting planner isn’t easy. We want to partner with you to help!

You've Come to the Right Place Meet Amy
Amy Dufrane is a CEO and human capital expert, with 25+ 

years of in practice and research, Amy has published 
extensive thought leadership on human capital trends 

analysis and forecasting, diversity and inclusion, and HR 
professional advocacy, training, and certification.  Her work 

has been featured at The George Washington University, 
Washington Business Journal, World at Work, The Rise of HR, 

ASAE Professionals Association, HRCI (HR Certification 
Institute), Georgetown University, KREA Global, Workforce, 

and numerous professional podcasts.  

Live & Virtual Events

For additional planning information contact our team at amydufrane.com or 571.551.6705

Keynotes are designed for senior leaders and managers but can be tailored to include all employees. Amy has presented on HR trends and best 
practice to corporate audiences and conferences worldwide. The Keynote is always customized to an organization’s specific culture challenges 

based on pre-calls, interviews, and research. For featured Keynote topics and content summary visit: amydufrane.com.

What to expect from Amy’s presentation:
    High-energy customized delivery
    Innovative human capital strategies and  how they apply to all teams 
    Researched trends with practical applications for the future of HR
    Leadership points that motivate and inspire HR professionals

Audio-Visual 
Requirements for Live Events

Virtual Event 
Platform Information

    An LCD projector with sound out.
    Projection Screen(s)
    A wireless lavaliere microphone & 
    handheld mic
    Sound from the laptop to the sound
    system or speakers large enough for
    the entire room.
    Amy runs her presentation from a 
    PC laptop, Microsoft Windows.
    Please provide a bottle of water and a
    small table or podium.

Amy is comfortable presenting 
virtually and creating an interactive 
learning environment on most video 

conferencing platforms such as 
Zoom, Microsoft Teams, Cisco 

Webex, etc. When planning your 
virtual event Amy’s team will work 

with you and the leadership team to 
create a seamless virtual experience 

for your audience.


